Name: ______________________
Date: _____________
Period: _______
Mr. Hons
Munich Conference and Pact of 1938
Directions: Read the following primary sources about the Munich Conference and subsequent
Munich Pact and answer the questions below.

Agreement concluded at Munich, September 29, 1938, between Germany, Great Britain,
France and Italy
GERMANY, the United Kingdom, France and Italy, taking into consideration the agreement,
which has been already reached in principle for the cession to Germany of the Sudeten German
territory, have agreed on the following terms and conditions governing the said cession and the
measures consequent thereon, and by this agreement they each hold themselves responsible for
the steps necessary to secure its fulfilment:
(1) The evacuation will begin on 1st October.
(2) The United Kingdom, France and Italy agree that the evacuation of the territory shall be
completed by the 10th October, without any existing installations having been destroyed, and
that the Czechoslovak Government will be held responsible for carrying out the evacuation
without damage to the said installations.
(3) The conditions governing the evacuation will be laid down in detail by an international
commission composed of representatives of Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Italy and
Czechoslovakia.
(8) The Czechoslovak Government will within a period of four weeks from the date of this
agreement release from their military and police forces any Sudeten Germans who may wish to
be released, and the Czechoslovak Government will within the same period release Sudeten
German prisoners who are serving terms of imprisonment for political offences.
Munich, September 29, 1938.
ADOLF HITLER,
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN,
EDOUARD DALADIER,
BENITO MUSSOLINI.

1. What territory is being given to Germany by this document?
________________________________________________________________________
2. What does Czechoslovakia have to do by October 10, 1938?
________________________________________________________________________

3. What four countries signed this agreement?
________________________________________________________________________
4. What did Czechoslovakia have to do with any German Sudetens that were imprisoned for
political offences?
________________________________________________________________________

The following is the wording of the statement that Neville Chamberlain waved when he stepped
off the plane after the conference in Berlin had ended on 30 September, 1938.
"We, the German Führer and Chancellor, and the British Prime Minister, have had a further
meeting today and are agreed in recognizing that the question of Anglo-German relations is of
the first importance for two countries and for Europe.
"We regard the agreement signed last night and the Anglo-German Naval Agreement as
symbolic of the desire of our two peoples never to go to war with one another again.
"We are resolved that the method of consultation shall be the method adopted to deal with any
other questions that may concern our two countries, and we are determined to continue our
efforts to remove possible sources of difference, and thus to contribute to assure the peace of
Europe."
Chamberlain read this statement to a cheering crowd in front of 10 Downing St. and said;
"My good friends this is the second time in our history that there has come back from Germany
to Downing Street peace with honor. I believe it is peace in our time."
5. Chamberlain is speaking above of the Munich Pact. What is his perception of why this
agreement with Germany is a good thing?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
6. Why do you think he portrayed the Munich Pact in such a positive light?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
7. Look at the political cartoon on the right. Explain what
you think the cartoonist was trying to say about the Nazi
invasion of Czechoslovakia and the lack of effort to
stop it.
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
8. What do you think of the Munich Pact and why?
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

